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Summary:
For a customer appreciation event, XI Technologies Inc. (XI Tech) rented a calf roping

machine. An XI Tech employee (a summer intern) was fatally injured while operating the
machine.  XI Tech faced two charges under occupational health and safety legislation:  (1)
failing to ensure the employee's health and safety as far as reasonably practicable, and (2)
failing to ensure that the machine would safely perform the function for which it was intended
or designed.

The Alberta Provincial Court, in a decision reported at [2011] A.R. Uned. 729, found that
XI Tech had established a defence of due diligence on both counts and acquitted XI Tech. The
Crown appealed. The essence of the appeal concerned the law of the due diligence defence.

The Alberta  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  in  a  decision reported at  (2012),  548 A.R.  203,
allowed the appeal and entered convictions on both counts. XI Tech appealed.

The Alberta Court of Appeal, in a decision reported at (2013), 556 A.R. 233; 584 W.A.C.
233, dismissed the appeal. The case progressed to sentencing. The Crown proposed a fine of
$400,000, inclusive of a victim fine surcharge.

The  Alberta  Court  of  Queen's  Bench  imposed  a  fine  of  $275,000.  That  amount  was
inclusive  of  the  victim  fine  surcharge  and  took  into  account  the  donation  made  to  the
University of Calgary in memory of the employee, although not on a dollar-for-dollar basis.
XI Tech was given 90 days to pay the fine.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7902
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Considerations on imposing sentence -
An employee (Nathan) was killed when he was struck on the head by a steel lever as he
was assisting with a calf  roping machine (CRM) set  up by his employer (XI Tech) to
entertain clients during a Calgary Stampede party - XI Tech was ultimately convicted of
two  charges  under  occupational  health  and  safety  legislation  -  The  Alberta  Court  of
Queen's Bench, in determining sentence, stated that "[t]he unique facts of the case at bar
remove it from the realm of 'typical' occupational health and safety sentencing matters, in
that the work environment was not XI Tech's usual workplace, and the activities performed
were unique to the day of Nathan's death. XI Tech is a software development company
which provides information and software solutions for oil and gas companies and financial
institutions. Employees are used to working in an office environment. The operation of



equipment -  including the CRM - was outside of the scope of the employees 'core'  or
everyday activities. While unfamiliarity with the CRM does not excuse XI Tech or affect
its liability, it does assist in explaining why the events of the day unfolded as they did." - In
the end result, the court imposed a fine of $275,000 - See paragraph 16.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7902
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Considerations on imposing sentence -
An employee  was killed  when he  was struck on the  head by a  steel  lever  as  he  was
assisting with a calf roping machine (CRM) set up by his employer (XI Tech) to entertain
clients - XI Tech was ultimately convicted of two charges under occupational health and
safety  legislation  -  The  Alberta  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  in  determining  sentence,
examined the extent of the profits realized from the offence - "XI Tech was not operating
the CRM in order to make a profit per se. Rather, the company was actually spending
money to throw a party. While I acknowledge that part of the philosophy behind throwing
a corporate client event is to promote good relations in order to ensure future revenue, this
factor is demonstrative of the unique circumstances of this case." - In the end result, the
court imposed a fine of $275,000 - See paragraph 20.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7902
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Considerations on imposing sentence -
An employee  was killed  when he  was struck on the  head by a  steel  lever  as  he  was
assisting with a calf roping machine (CRM) set up by his employer (XI Tech) to entertain
clients  during  a  party  -  XI  Tech  was  ultimately  convicted  of  two  charges  under
occupational  health  and  safety  legislation  -  The  Alberta  Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  in
determining the appropriate fine, discussed the interplay between foreseeability, negligence
and risk in this case - "The risk of an injury from the continued operation of the CRM was
foreseeable. Indeed, it appears that a combination of occurrences occurred to elevate what
likely would have been an injury to what tragically became a fatality. ... The extent of the
risk involved was not appreciated by either XI Tech or its employees. ... [W]hile the risk of
injury was probable the risk of death was not. ... The steps taken to ensure safety were
sincere,  but  inadequate.  ...  [T]his  does  not  mean  that  XI  Tech  operated  with  a  total
disregard  toward  its  employees'  safety.  Although  XI  Tech  was  negligent,  it  was  not
knowingly non-compliant with safety standards or recklessly indifferent towards employee
safety.  ...  Rather,  XI  Tech had its  employees  operating a  machine which the company
assumed was safe. It was not." - In the end result, the court imposed a fine of $275,000 -
See paragraphs 23 to 28.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7902
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Considerations on imposing sentence -
An employee (a summer intern) was killed when he was struck on the head by a steel lever
as  he  was  assisting  with  a  calf  roping  machine  set  up  by  his  employer  (XI  Tech)  to
entertain clients during a Calgary Stampede party - XI Tech was ultimately convicted of
two  charges  under  occupational  health  and  safety  legislation  -  The  Alberta  Court  of
Queen's Bench, in determining sentence, considered the following mitigating factors - XI
Tech was a local family-run business which had been operating for approximately 20 years
-  The  company  demonstrated  genuine  remorse  -  The  company  no  longer  allowed



equipment rentals - XI Tech had no prior record for health and safety infractions - The
company made a donation to the University of Calgary in the form of a memorial bursary
(although it was not entitled to a dollar-for-dollar credit for that charitable donation) - In
the end result, the court imposed a fine of $275,000 - See paragraphs 28 to 30.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7905
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Failure to ensure health and safety of
workers - [See Trade Regulation - Topic 7908].

Trade Regulation - Topic 7907
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Failure to comply with Regulations
under health and safety legislation - [See Trade Regulation - Topic 7908].

Trade Regulation - Topic 7908
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Fines - An employee (a summer intern)
was killed when he was struck on the head by a steel lever as he was assisting with a calf
roping machine set up by his employer (XI Tech) to entertain clients during a Calgary
Stampede party - XI Tech was ultimately convicted of two charges: failing to ensure the
employee's health and safety as far as reasonably practicable, and failing to ensure that the
machine would safely perform the function for which it was intended or designed - The
Alberta Court of Queen's Bench imposed a fine of $275,000 - That amount was inclusive
of the victim fine surcharge and took into account the donation made to the University of
Calgary in memory of the employee, although not on a dollar-for-dollar basis - The fine
took into account the sentencing principles of totality and globality - The failure to ensure
that the calf roping machine could safely perform the function for which it was intended
was the more serious conviction - $175,000 was apportioned to that offence - "While this
fine reflects the unique circumstances of this case, it also serves as a reminder to employers
to remain vigilant to safety issues in those 'unexpected' circumstances where employees are
operating outside of their 'core' work functions. The ultimate responsibility of an employer
to provide for the safety of those employees tasked with the operation of equipment on a
work site cannot be delegated." -See paragraphs 31 to 33.

Trade Regulation - Topic 7918
Industrial safety - Particular offences - Sentences - Failure to provide safe equipment - [See
Trade Regulation - Topic 7908].

Trade Regulation - Topic 9163
Offences - Sentencing - General - Fines - The Alberta Court of Queen's Bench stated that
"[t]he promotion of workplace health and safety is a province-wide objective. The purpose
of occupational health and safety legislation is to protect workers by setting standards and
defining the duties and obligations of employers and those at a work site. The increase in
fines under s. 41(1)(a)(i) of the [Occupational Health and Safety] Act from $150,000 to
$500,000 for a first offence is reflective of the significance that law makers in our province
place upon worker safety and acts to ensure that the fines serve as a sufficient deterrent for
larger corporations. The change also provides the courts with the ability to impose a fine
reflective of the severity of an offence" - See paragraph 8.



Trials - Topic 3550.1
Punishments - Sentencing - Fines - Considerations - [See Trade Regulation - Topic 9163].
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This sentencing matter was heard on October 10, 2013, before Sullivan, J., of the Alberta
Court  of  Queen's  Bench,  Judicial  District  of  Calgary,  who  delivered  the  following
memorandum of decision, dated October 31, 2013.

Defendant sentenced.
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